






from the Divide County wells is similar to that
of wells to the south. “It’s because we have a
flatter decline rather than a high, initial rate. A
lot of the wells in the deep part of the basin will
have a 70% to 80% initial decline. Our num-
bers are more 55% to 60%.”
The EUR for American Eagle’s wells that are

landed in Three Forks are some 400,000 barrels
of oil and 450,000 barrels of oil equivalent
(BOE). The EUR from wells landed in the mid-
dle Bakken is averaging 300,000 barrels and
350,000 BOE. “They’re substantial but they’re
lower than the EUR in some of the better parts
of the basin.” 

The E&P counters that with lower costs.
The Bakken and Three Forks in Colgan
Field are at about 8,000 feet rather than

as much as 11,000 feet south of it. “Our recent
well costs are averaging a little more than $6
million compared with about $9 million. The
economics are very good.” 
Its laterals are just as long as those in basin

center, ranging from 9,500 feet where drilling
units are 1,280 acres to 6,000 feet where cor-
rectional sections are about 800 acres along the
U.S./Canadian border. Its number of frac stages
is similar—spaced about 200 feet apart, thus up
to 45 in the long laterals and about 30 in the
short ones.
But the savings in well cost it enjoys, beside

being able to drill a roughly 2,000-foot-shorter

vertical leg, is considerable: It can use sand in
its completions rather than ceramic proppant,
which can cost six to 10 times more per pound. 
“That is a large portion of our lower well

cost,” Lantz says. “Because we’re shallower,
there is no reason for us to have to go to ce-
ramic because the stress [on the rock] is such
that sand is more than sufficient. It’s a huge dif-
ference in our cost structure.” 
American also uses less proppant—roughly 2

million pounds per well. South of there, opera-
tors are deploying roughly 4 million pounds per
completion. Some are pushing up to 9 million.
“The reservoir quality in our rock is just
slightly better,” Lantz says. “It’s still tight but it
is slightly better, which permits us to pump the
relatively smaller frac jobs. 
“We think we have two zones in the middle

Bakken. There is an upper, clean zone and
lower, siltier zone that’s what Dick [Findley]
likes to call the Elm Coulee facies. The upper
zone is a cleaner, sandier type of interval.” 
For American Eagle, the results are adding

up to a 60% rate of return on the 400,000-barrel
wells and about 40% on the 300,000-barrel
wells. Where American is drilling the latter,
Three Forks and Bakken have communicated in
a couple of cases during the frac job but “it re-
ally hasn’t influenced the [other] well after-
ward,” he adds.
While currently focusing with one rig on in-
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fill-drilling the eastern section of its nearly
40,000 net acres, where most of its position is
held by production (HBP) now, it has another
rig at work on proving its western leasehold.
Although it has drilling rights to basement and
may one day look to tap Duperow or deeper
horizons along the stratigraphic column, Lantz
says the company has enough on its plate with
its Bakken and Three Forks program. 
“We have an asset base with a lot of drilling

inventory that will yield highly repeatable re-
sults. We think we can drive our costs down
even further, perhaps approaching $5 million
[per well] in the next year or so by employing
some pad drilling and some new completion
techniques. We believe that we have set the
stage for some pretty significant growth.”

Burke County
Operating across the basin, Houston-based,

Bakken-pure-play Oasis Petroleum Corp. has
515,000 net acres with about 70% of that west
of the Nesson anticline, including in Montana.
It owns a position in 1,039 gross wells, 402 net.
Its 2013 average daily production was 33,900
BOE a day, more than 90% oil. Net proved re-
serves are 228 million BOE, 54% developed.
About 85% of its leasehold is HBP.
“We have some land in Montana and some

on the east side of the basin, mostly in Burke
and northern Mountrail counties, that we con-
tinue to drill to hold,” says Taylor Reid, presi-
dent and chief operating officer. “But we don’t
have any expirations [coming up] that would
cause us a problem at this point.”
Reid and Oasis colleagues had worked the

Williston Basin while with Burlington Re-
sources Inc., including during its days of trying
an unfraced, horizontal play in the upper

Bakken shale itself in the late 1980s and early
1990s and during its discovery of horizontal
pay from the Red River B bench on the Cedar
Creek anticline shortly thereafter. They formed
Oasis in 2007 with EnCap Investments LP
backing, went into the Williston with plans for
horizontals in the middle Bakken and took the
company public in 2010.
Until this past year, most of its drilling was

focused on McKenzie, Williams and southern
Mountrail counties in North Dakota to hold that
land where lease expiration was pressing and
economics had been proven. Meanwhile, in
Burke and northern Mountrail counties—just
east and southeast of American Eagle’s position
in Divide County—it was working to figure out
how to make economic wells there. Like Amer-
ican Eagle, it determined it needed to deploy
smaller frac jobs. 
“In the early days, we [and other operators]

were just fracing everything the same way
across the whole position,” Reid says. “We had
well costs peak in the summer of 2012 at $10.5
million.”

In Burke County, it switched from its 60%
ceramic/40% sand recipe to sand only. It
also pared the amount of proppant from

125,000 to 150,000 pounds per frac stage—to-
taling some 4.5- to 5 million pounds per well—
to between 100,000 and 125,000 for a total of
about 3.5 million. 
Bakken and Three Forks in Burke County are

at about 9,000 feet; as is the case with the
American Eagle leasehold, the rock is not under
as much pressure from the weight above it.
Reid says, “We figured we could frac with all
sand and make the same wells.”
The number of frac stages—more than 30—

was unchanged. To keep the frac energy in

Oasis has driven
well costs in
Burke County to
less than $7
million by
changing up the
completion to
reflect that the
Bakken is at a
shallower depth
there, says
Taylor Reid,
president and
chief operating
officer. At right,
Oasis is paring
its costs and
footprint by
landing multiple
laterals in
Bakken and
Three Forks from
one pad and
using two rigs.
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leasehold with Bakken production, “you’re
seeing a shift to a much bigger percent of the
program being Three Forks going forward,”
he says.
And, like other producers, Oasis sees com-

munication among the Bakken and Three Forks
benches during fracture stimulation. Continen-
tal Resources Inc. reported in 2012 that its test
of wells landed in Bakken and Three Forks 1
and 2 did not communicate during production,
thus the additional well in the second bench
wasn’t simply draining what would have been
produced from wells landed above it. In 2013,
however, it reported that a test in Three Forks 3
on the Nesson anticline suggested there may be
drainage, but it was still under review. 
Reid says Oasis continues to monitor this as

well. “Whether that communication continues
in production, we’re trying to understand. The
work we’re doing is to determine which of the
benches are going to be economic in our areas
and, then, which communicate so we can de-
sign a program to efficiently drain all of those
reservoirs together.”

New fracs in Montana
West of Oasis’ and other operators’ IP head-

liners in North Dakota, Oasis is making history
in Montana where it drilled a first well in 2010
with a stunner—the Elm Coulee Field’s north-
east-extension discovery in Roosevelt County
with an IP of 1,160 barrels. It followed that in
2011 with nine more with all but two IPing at
more than 1,000 barrels and one of them com-

zone, Oasis pumped thinner cross-linked fluids
at lower rates. “We felt that the reduced fluid
viscosity and pump-rate would help keep our
fracs from growing into higher water satura-
tions around the Bakken and Three Forks that
we see in Burke County.” 
Adding it up, Oasis was able to drop its well

cost in the county from $10.5- to less than $7
million. “We’re also making better wells be-
cause we’re keeping more of our frac energy in
the producing interval. And we lowered our
water cut [and the cost of disposal]. So we took
an area that was largely uneconomic into one
that is very economic.” 

In Burke County, Oasis’ wells have an EUR
of between 400,000 and 500,000 BOE. In
southern Mountrail, McKenzie and Williams

counties, its EUR ranges from between 450,000
and 750,000 BOE. Overall, its midrange for its
Bakken wells is 600,000 BOE.
As for Three Forks, it’s applying the same

type of frac job in Mountrail County as it ap-
plies in the Bakken there. “But, in parts of
McKenzie County, in our Indian Hill [Field]
position, it’s a little harder to initiate a frac in
the Three Forks. The stimulation design tends
to use more fluid but it’s not wildly different.”
As for deeper Three Forks benches, he adds,

“we’ve drilled a handful of second- and third-
bench wells now and the early results have
been encouraging. We continue to assess
these. Close to 55% of our 2014 drilling pro-
gram will be Three Forks wells—a lot of that
in the first bench but a fair number in the sec-
ond and third.”
As operators are closer to HBPing their

Nabors
Industries Ltd.
crew members
work to heat
drilling
equipment on a
job for Oasis
while the
temperature was
below freezing in
late February. 














